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“Using Rheology to Determine the Phase 
Behavior: A Case Study of Colloidal 

Suspension of Charged Discotic Particles”

In this work, we discuss the use of rheological tools to study the 
phase behavior of an aqueous suspension of Laponite that is 

composed of charged discotic nanoparticles, a highly contested 
system in the literature. The scattering studies on Laponite 

suspension suggest that below 2 weight % it is in an attractive 
gel state while beyond 2 weight %, it is in a repulsive ‘Wigner’ 
glass state. In this work, we perform time-resolved rheometry 
on Laponite suspensions over a concentration range of 1 to 4 

weight %. Very interestingly the linear viscoelastic response 
shows all the characteristic signatures of the sol-gel transition 

observed for polymeric materials undergoing crosslinking 
reaction sampling the critical gel state with a percolated space 

spanning network. Significantly, the cryo-TEM images of the 
post-gel state also clearly show the presence of a percolated 

network formed by interparticle bonds. Therefore, 
contrary to scattering studies, the present work clearly 

suggests Laponite suspensions to be in attractive gel 
state over the studied concentration range. We also 

discuss rheological distinguishing features of a glass 
and a gel state and possible origin of discrepancy 

between scattering studies and the microstructure 
shown by TEM.
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